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ABSTRACT
The architecture of a large scale image processing
system TIP-4 and performance result of its prototype
system is presented.
TIP-4 is a data flow computer that has 512 static
data flow VLSI processor ImPPs( Image Pipelined Processor :pPD7281). lmPP capable of performing 5 million
instructions per second(5 MIPS), so TIP-4 has maximum
processing speed of 2560 million instructions per
second(2. 5GIPS) The prototype system TIP-4P that has
actually been developed has 64 ImPPs, thus the peak
computation rate for TIP-4P is 320 MIPS.
To use 512 ImPPs efficiently. TIP-4 has the
following hardware and software characteristics.
(1)Processors are devided into clusters. Each cluster
consists of 8 ImPPs, interface LSI MAC and 512K words
local memory. ImPPs and MAC are connected in a pipeline token ring bus. (2)The pipeline token ring bus
is also there through clusters to support intercluster comunication. (3)There is a large global
memory that holds a large image and can exchange data
with a local memory through a very fast block transfer data bus. (4)To process a set of programs
efficiently. a data flow process scheduling monitor
was developed that controls processes and resourcess
cheduling. A catalog language has also been developed
to define parallel and serial process accomplishment.

l NTRODUCT l ON
NEC has been developing a static data flow machine
especially for image processing since 1982"

A static data flow VLSI processor. ImPP. was made in
1984. Figure 1 shows an lmPP blockdiagram. An lmPP is
a VLSI processor. which has a flexible pipeline
architecture and data flow architecture. The data
flow architecture makes it easy to set up the multiprocessor configration. ImPPs are designed to be
connected sequentially in an array. Figure 2 shows a
TIP-3 system blockdiagram. as an example of an lmPP
multiprocessor system. TIP-3 consists of 8 ImPPs.
MAGIC(Memory Access and General Bus Interface Chip).
memory and host computer. MAGIC is a peripheral LSI
that supports memory access. host computer access and
program load. TIP-3 has a 40 MIPS maximum processing
speed. However. the processing power is not enough to
process larger images or video images. So.the authers
decided to make TIP-4. which uses TIP-3 as a cluster.
and multiple clusters work together.
This paper first describes the TIP-4 hardware
architecture that enables 512 ImPPs to work together.
Second, software environment is shown. Then performance evaluation for a prototype system is presented.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 3 shows a TIP-4 cluster. The cluster IPU
(Image Processing Unit) consists of 8 ImPPs. interface
LSI MAC(Memory Access Controller), local memory and a
few interface busses.
Figure 4 shows the basic TIP-4 configuration.
Clusters are conected with the main bus, image bus
and inter-cluster pipeline ring bus.

i Figure 1. ImPP Architecture
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Figure 4. Basic TIP-4 Configuration

Processing Cluster

a)MAC
MAC is a new interface LSI, which works
like MACIC(pPD9305) with extended functions, such as
inter-cluster communications and block data transfer
controls between local and global memory. It is a 10K
gate CMOS gate-array with 208 pins.
b)Inter-cluster Pipeline Ring Bus The inter-cluster
pipeline ring bus is used to synchronize processes in
clusters or small data transfer between clusters. I t
has 8 bit data lines and transfer 40 bit token
divided in 5 stages. Standard tokens for ImPPs are 32
bits long. When an inter-cluster token request comes
from an lmPP to MAC. MAC adds an 8 bit destination
cluster number to that token to make a 40 bit intercluster token and sends it to the inter-cluster
pipeline ring bus. When MAC receives a token from
inter-cluster pipeline ring bus, the cluster number
for that token is compared that for the cluster. It
is brought into the cluster. if the cluster number is
matched.
c)Local Memory When computing power increases.
memory access usually becomes a processing bottleneck,
especially in a mutiprocessor system. To avoid such a
memory bottleneck, TIP-4 has a distributed local
memory in each cluster.The processors can only access
their own local memory. Each cluster has a 512K word
( lword-l8bit) local memory.
d)Clobal Image Memory The global image memory is
not directly accessed by ImPPs. It is used to
exechange data between local memories or local memory
and host computer. The host computer can access the
global image memory through the main bus. Then DMA
(Direct Memory Access) data transfer is provided. The
prototype system has an 8M word image memory.
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e)Main Bus Main bus stands for image bus arbitration. access between MAC and host computer and block
transfer adrress bus. It has 27 bit address lines. 18
bit data lines and other control lines.
f)lmage Bus The image bus is a high speed block
transfer bus between local and glohal image memory.
I t has 144 bit. 50ns cycle data lines. so the transfer
rate is 3201 bytes per second.
g)lemory Architecture To achieve a fast block
transfer rate, a dual port memory is used for local
and global memory. that have a 4 bit serial port and
a 4 bit parallel port. Parallel port of the local
memory is accessed by ImPPs. The parallel port of the
global image memory is accesed by the host computer.
The serial ports for both local and global memory are
connected to the image bus and are used for block
transfer.
h)Block Transfer Control Block transfer between
local and global memory is also controlled by lmPP
under the data flow scheme. MAC supports the function.
When an lmPP program requires a data transfer, it
sends a block transfer request token to MAC. Then MAC
controls the block transfer under the bus arbiter
direction. When the block transfer is completed. MAC
sends a return token to the ImPP. Therefore ImPP can
use the data immidiately.
i)Display Module A display module was developed
which makes i t possible to display 1024x1024 pixels
of 24 bit full color images.It has dual frame buffers,
so that it can display a processing result in real
time(60 images per second). Synchronization between
the process and display is controlled by a cluster.
which is specially designed for this purpose. MAC has
a sync input and a double buffer select output to
support the function. When a sync signal is fed to

BUS
ARB 1 TER

the sync input. MAC can send a sync token to ImPP.
When a dubble buffer select token comes from ImPP,
MAC switches the buffer.
j)Video Input Module A video input module was
developed which can get 640x480 pixels or 512x512
pixels for 24 bit full color images from NTSC video
input in video rate. Synchronization between the
process and video input is also controlled by a
cluster as well as display module.
The overall blockdiagram of TIP-4P is shown
in Figure 5.

DATA FLOW
PROCESS SCHEDULING
To accomplish multiple processes efficiently, data
flow process scheduling monitor was developed. which
is capable of series and parallel controlled process
implementation, cluster allocation to the processes.
condition branch and loop control for process implementation. One cluster is used for the process
scheduling monitor. To discribe the process sequence,
a catalog language and its compiler were developed.
Figure 6 shows an example of data sequence which
shows series and parallel dependency for process
implementation. Figure 7 shows catalog language examples. which discribes processes in Fig. 6. Catalog
language is compiled into lmPP assembler. and is
carried out in the process scheduling monitor cluster.
The language also supports 'FOR' and ' IF' sentences.
As mentioned above, in the TIP-4 system, all
processes are is controlled by tokens,including block
transfer of data and programs. display sync signals
synchronization and process scheduling.
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Figure 5. TIP-4 Prototype System
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example(va1ue-1, value-2,value-3. value-4. value-5)
pl process-1 value-1 value-2
p2 process-2 valued value-3
p3 process-3 value-2 value-3 *pl *p2
p4 process-4 value-1 value-4 *p3
p5 process-5 value-1 value-4 *p3
p6 process-6 value-1 value-4 *p3
end
Figure 6. Series and Parallel Process Dependancy

PERFORMANCE
In advance of making TIP-4 system. a prototype
system TIP-4P was developed. and some performance
data were evaluated.
a)lnter-cluster Pipeline Ring Bus Inter-cluster
pipeline ring bus cycles was 0. 9ps. Therefore.passing
8 MACs takes 7 . 2 ~ sand passing 64 MACs takes 57.6~s.
The inter-cluster pipeline ring bus becomes more
important. when many clusters are used. and this
result is sufficient.
b)Block Transfer The block transfer of 64K words
data. between local memory and global image memory.
takes 614ps for 1 cluster and 447ps for 2-7 clusters.
The reason is that block transfers, by more than one
cluster, hide block transfer overhead from each other.
c)lmplementation Overhead When seven programs, each
of which need six start tokens are carried out under
the control of a host computer through the main bus.
the implementation overhead is up to 13010~1s. When
the same thing is accomplished by the lmPP program in
one cluster. through the inter-cluster pipeline ring
bus. 151~sare required. This result shows the importance of the data flow process scheduling monitor.
d)Spatial Filter Spatial filter operation with a
3x3 kernel on a 256x256 and 512x512 pixel image with
16 bit data takes the times shown in Table 1 with a
speed up ratio. Almost linear speed up was obtained.
The image is distributed to each cluster, and the
same programs are processed in each cluster.

Table 1. 3x3 spatial filter implementation time
(a)256x256 pixel image (b)512x512 pixel image

CONCLUSION
The architecture is proposed for a large scale
image processing system TIP-4. especially its cluster

Figure 7. Catalog Language Example
architecture and memory architecture. The cluster
architecture enables dynamic process scheduling under
the data flow scheme. using the cluster as processing
unit.
Local and global memory configuration and high
speed block transfer between them enables efficient
memory access and data exchange. A new interface LSI
MAC is presented. which supports inter-cluster communication and block transfer control.The inter-cluster
pipeline ring bus is very important for TIP-4 system
to synchronize processes and process scheduling
controls.
A data flow process scheduling monitor was developed which controls scheduling for processes and
resources. A catalog language has also been developed
to define parallel and series process implementation.
The prototype system TIP-4P performance was evaluated Some basic functions and 3x3 spacial filters to
256 x 256 and 512x512 images were implemented.
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